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Dyson gas = gas of 2D Coulomb particles 
(logarithmic potential) in an external field

Statistical weight:

Partition function:



The measure:

Smooth, with a support in the plane

Singular, supported on lines

C



Integrability

Then

is the tau-function of the Toda lattice hierarchy



Bilinear Hirota equations

(Toda lattice hierarchy)



The proof is based on the determinant representation

which is a manifestation of the 
free fermionic structure of the model



Random matrices:

At are eigenvalues of normal
(or general complex) random matrices

(J.Ginibre, 1965; V.Girko, 1985;
L.-L.Chau and O.Zaboronsky, 1998)



Density of particles:

The mean density:

Normalization:



Large N limit

The leading contribution comes from the maximum
of S (the equilibrium configuration of the charges)



The equilibrium condition:

or



Support of eigenvalues:

D



The shape of D is a solution of the
inverse potential problem

Example: 



Growth of D as N increases = Laplacian growth

D
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Laplacian growth

w(z) is conformal map from exterior
of D to exterior of unit circle
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Conformal maps:



Integrability in the large N limit:
dispersionless Toda hierarchy (d-Toda)

‘Slow’ times:



Lax equations for the d-Toda hierarchy





Γ

The function z(w) is a conformal map to a slit domain



Laplacian growth in
the whole plane and
2D Toda hierarchy

Laplacian
growth in C

d-Toda

Dyson gas

Toda



Laplacian
growth in H

d-KP

???

KP

Laplacian growth in
the upper half-plane
and KP hierarchy



The d-KP hierarchy





d-KP Conformal maps ???



Loewner equation



More general solutions to d-KP
describe growth of ‘fat slits’

They extend the Gibbons-Tsarev picture and
serve as a ‘d-KP version’ of Laplacian growth
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Harmonic moments
of a fat slit
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Conformal map

obeys the Lax equations of the d-KP hierarchy 



Laplacian growth in the upper half-plane



Dispersionless tau-function

Compare with

B

D



Dispersive version
The grand canonical ensemble:



Limit to slits:

H

H



Growth problem
Integrable
hierarchy

Dyson gas
realization

LG in the plane

LG in the half-plane

d-Toda

d-KP

Canonical
ensemble

Grand canonical
ensemble
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